
Learning
Activity

Add a burst of fun to 
celebrations & centers! 
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Directions 
on back

Secret Surprise!



Secret Surprise!
Teacher-Created Activity
Energize learning centers, plus 
celebrate students, staff, and more!
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Center Surprise Box

You’l l Need
T77002 Discovering Dinosaurs® Terrific Pockets™

T10997 Discovering Dinosaurs® Classic Accents®  
 Variety Pack

T10722 Bold Strokes Arrows Mini Accents Variety Pack

T85142 Bold Strokes Rectangles Bolder Borders®

T24021 Dinosaur Mighty Match Challenge Cards®

Tape and a ruler

Directions 
Each box uses 5 Terrific Pockets™, one of each accent listed 
above, and one Border strip.

Activity Set Up
•  To make the box, cut 13⁄4" off of the top of one pocket 

to make a 31⁄2" square base. 

•  Tape the remaining 4 pockets to each side of the square base 
so the openings face up and inward.

• Decide what surprise to include inside the box. Fold an 
accent and tape inside like the dinosaur box, or another 
creative dimensional item or accent. 

• To make the top, cut 2 strips of borders 53⁄8" long. Place 
them facedown and tape together lengthwise. Fold a 
crease 7⁄8" in on all sides. Cut a 7⁄8" slit in each side. Fold 
the A tabs in to each C side. Bend C and then B sides 
upward. Tape the A tabs to the B sides to secure lid shape.

• Tape an Arrow accent to the top as a lid handle.

Activity
• Use the surprise box to add a mysterious twist and delight 

to learning centers! 

• Load the pockets with Dinosaur Mighty Match Challenge 
Cards®. Then, a small group plays by taking turns searching 
pockets for matches! 

Change the flash cards to make a new Secret Surprise! Fill 
the pockets with other learning topics, like sight words or 
colors & shapes. Kids will love to reveal each center theme!

Birthday Surprise Box 

You’l l Need
T77020 Moroccan Black Terrific Pockets™

T10722 Bold Strokes Arrows Mini Accents Variety Pack

T10720 Bold Strokes Stars Mini Accents Variety Pack

T10113 Terrific Tags Classic Accents®

T92646 Bold Strokes Stripes Terrific Trimmers®

T53010 Make-Your-Own Skill Drill Flash Cards

Battery-operated tea light, string, tape, a ruler, and markers

Directions 
Each box uses 5 Terrific Pockets™, one of each accent listed 
above, and one Trimmer strip. 

Activity Set Up
•    To make the box, cut 13⁄4" off of the top of one pocket 

to make a 31⁄2" square base. 

•  Tape the remaining 4 pockets to each side of the square base 
so the openings face up and inward.

• Use a trimmer strip and piece of paper to make a 3" cake 
to include inside the box. Add a battery-operated tea light 
for extra flair! 

•  To make the top, cut a 141⁄2" strip of trimmer and fold 
into four 35⁄8" sections. Tape into a square.

• Fill in the top by taping two strips of trimmer side-by-side 
so the scallops nest together. Tape the strips in place on 
back. Cut the trimmers to 37⁄8" long. Fold the ends of the 
trimmers down so they fit inside the square. Tape in place.

• Create a bow or fancy handle out of a pocket and tape to 
the lid.

Activity
•  Time to celebrate someone special! Classmates write 

birthday wishes on Make-Your-Own Flash Cards.

• Slide the happy notes inside the pocket “walls” of the box. 

• Tuck the pockets under the lid to close the box. Label a 
Terrific Tags accent with the honorary student’s name. Hole 
punch the tag and string it to the box top.

• When it’s time, present the box to the student. Invite him 
or her to open their Secret Surprise!

Time to “blow out” the candle and make a wish! The 
birthday boy or girl reads the cheerful class notes out loud. 
Send the notes home with the student and return the 
surprise box to storage until the next celebration.

Thank You! Boxes
Students decorate boxes to present as “Thank You” boxes 
throughout the year. Honor class helpers, librarians, or guest 
speakers. Customize what’s inside for truly unique surprises!
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